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GEELONG COLLEGE V. HAWTHORN GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 

Yesterday afternoon the first twenties of the Geelong College and the Hawthorn Grammar School met on the 

Argyle reserve to try their strength. When ranged in line before the game commenced the visiting team 

appeared to have a decided advantage, as far as weight was concerned, and it was expected that the 

Collegians would meet with a defeat. The result, however, was different. When the ball was kicked off by 

the Grammarians, the Collegians having won the toss, and thus obtained the advantage of kicking with the 

wind, which was blowing freshly, it was kept in the centre of the ground for some time; then it was taken 

down to the Grammarians goal After this the fun was fast and furious, the scholars defending their goal right 

manfully, and spills being frequent. Several times the visitors forced the ball well up the ground, but the 

wind was too strong for them to get it close to the goal After about twenty minutes' play, Macdonald, for the 

College, obtained a mark, and by a fine kick, sent the leather close up to the goal A scrimmage then took 

place about fifteen yards from the sticks near the upper fence, out of which. Reed very cleverly popped the 

ball into Robbie's hands by a little mark. Robbie took his kick, and very sensibly kicked in front, instead of 

trying to put the ball between the sticks, the result being that a little fellow named Mogg marked it for the 

College. He stepped back, and at once punted the hall through, amidst the plaudits of his comrades. Shortly 

afterwards one of the Hawthorn players, who had shown on several occasions how nicely he could hug the 

ball, committed such a breach of the rules that the umpire was bound to notice it. A free kick was given to 

Macdonald, who, by a splendid place kick, put the second goal to the credit of the College. A few seconds 

before time the ball was again put between the posts for the College, but the goal umpire appeared to be 

suffering, to say the least of it, from an optical illusion, as he disallowed the point. When sides were 

changed, the Hawthorn players "wired in," and with the wind, which had so effectively assisted their 

opponents strove to equalise matters. For a long while they were unsuccessful, Robbie, Longden, Gibb, and 

Murray working well together and saving two or three goals. After forty minutes play Burrowes scored for 

Hawthorn, this being the only goal secured by them when time was called, leaving the College team 

victorious by two goals to one. The game could not be called a friendly one, as bad feeling was engendered 

through the visiting team holding and playing viciously. The College played the proper game until they 

found the umpire winked his eye at the way in which the rules were broken through, and then they went in to 

play roughly, and won. The conduct of Hepburn, the captain of the visiting team, called forth unmistakeable 

signs of disapprobation from the spectators, his play being without doubt indefensible. The team was 

suitably entertained by the Collegians in the evening. Mr Prevot acted as central umpire. 

 

 



 


